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Recently it has been found that in a noncompact formulation of the SU(2) gauge theory on a lattice the
physical volume is larger than in the Wilson theory with the same number of sites. In its original formulation
such noncompact regularization is directly applicable to U(N) theories for any N and to SU(N) theories for N=2
only. In this work we extend it to SU(N) for any N and investigate some of its properties.
1. Introduction and summary
One of the major problems in lattice calcula-
tions is the need for a large physical volume [1].
One possibility is to adopt an action for which
the scaling is established at a larger lattice spac-
ing. In this spirit we investigate a noncompact
regularization [2] where exact gauge invariance is
enforced by the use of auxiliary fields.
2. The noncompact regularization for
U(N)
As it is well known, a simple discretization of
the continuum covariant derivative breaks gauge
invariance. Nevertheless the transformation
Dµ
′(x) = g(x)Dµ(x)g
†(x+ µ) (1)
of the lattice covariant derivative Dµ can be ex-
actly enforced by the use of auxiliary compensat-
ing fields.
Let us assume the following definitions:
Dµ(x) =
[
1
a
− σµ(x) + iχµ(x)
]
11
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+
[
iAaµ − α
a
µ(x)
]
Ta, (2)
Fµν(x) = Dµ(x)Dν(x+ µ)
−Dν(x)Dµ(x+ ν), (3)
LYM (x) =
1
4
β TrF †µν (x)Fµν (x), . (4)
We emphasize that in such a formulation the mea-
sure in the partition function is flat.
In the formal continuum limit the field σµ be-
comes invariant and decouples together with αaµ,
hence these seem to be the auxiliary fields. To
control the decoupling of these fields at the quan-
tum level we introduce the invariant potential
(without a continuum analog)
L1 = β1
∑
µ
Tr
[
D†µ(x)Dµ(x) −
11
a2
]2
. (5)
We obtain an U(N) invariant theory. In general
we cannot restrict ourselves to the SU(N) symme-
try by changing the covariant derivative, and at
the same time the potential L1 does not generate
a mass for the χ-field. Indeed the Ward iden-
tities [3] show that no U(N) invariant potential
can generate a mass for both abelian fields. We
must therefore break explicitly the U(N) symme-
try in order to give all the abelian fields a diver-
2gent mass. The case N=2 is exceptional because
by omitting the fields χµ, αµ we obtain a SU(2)
invariant theory with only one abelian auxiliary
field. This case has already been exhaustively
studied [4–6].
3. The noncompact regularization for
SU(N)
To break the U(N) invariance of the action we
add the potential
L2 = β2
1
a
∑
µ
[
detDµ(x) + detD
†
µ(x)
]
(6)
which requires [3] the additional term
L3 = β3
1
a2
∑
µ
Tr
[
D†µ(x)Dµ(x) −
11
a2
]
. (7)
In conclusion the full classical lagrangian is
LG = LYM + L1 + L2 + L3. (8)
By adopting a definition of the covariant
derivative where the abelian fields are in a polar
representation
Dµ(x) = Dˆµ(x) exp iφµ(x), (9)
where
Dˆµ = ρµ11 +
[
i(A′)aµ − (α
′)aµ
]
Ta, (10)
we find that the lagrangian density is stationary
for ρ
(0)
µ = 0 and
ρ(±)µ =
1
4aβ1
[
|β2| ±
√
β22 + 8β1 (2β1 − β3)
]
. (11)
We have to choose the couplings so as to have
one and only one minimum for ρµ = 1/a; this
requirement gives [3]
|β2| = β3, 3β1 > β3. (12)
In the tree approximation the masses of the aux-
iliary fields turn out to be
m2ρ =
6
a2
(4β1 − β3) , m
2
φ =
18
a2
β3,
m2α =
8
a2
(2β1 + β3) . (13)
Figure 1. R(β, 1/γ) fitting surface.
4. Numerical study of the SU(2) noncom-
pact regularization
In the SU(2) case the regularization can be de-
fined with only two coupling constants, namely
β, 1/γ. In the limit of vanishing 1/γ we obtain
the Wilson regularization.
In perturbative calculations the continuum
limit is reached with a scale parameter equal to
Wilson one [5].
In numerical simulations the situation is differ-
ent. On general grounds we expect that there will
exist a scaling region in the plane β, 1/γ where
the properties of convergence to the continuum
vary. To investigate this feature we adopted the
following strategy [7]. The ratio R(β, 1/γ) of two
particle masses was calculated on a regular grid
in the (β, 1/γ) plane. These values were fitted so
as to obtain a continuously varying surface. The
scaling region is that where the ratio is constant
and takes the same value it has in the asymptotic
scaling region. Actually in the scaling region the
mass ratio must take the same value it has in the
asymptotic scaling region for Wilson regulariza-
tion (the 1/γ = 0 line). The comparison with
Wilson results allows us to shorten our calcula-
tions, but in no case is mandatory.
It is a crucial condition for the above scheme to
be valid, that the only dimensionful quantity of
the theory be the renormalization group scaling
parameter. This is true if we work in the chi-
3Figure 2. Lines of constant R in the β, 1/γ plane.
ral limit, therefore we evaluated the mass spec-
trum at four finite quark mass values and then
we extrapolated it to the chiral limit. The same
considerations led us to work in the quenched ap-
proximation, also to allow a comparison with the
analytical calculations in [5,6].
The details of our numerical work are described
in [7]. Here we briefly discuss some of the results.
In Fig. 1 we report the fitting surface R(β, 1/γ).
We see an (almost) flat region (valley) that orig-
inates from the 1/γ = 0 line (Wilson results),
and propagates towards larger values of β for in-
creasing 1/γ. The flat region in the Wilson limit
coincides with the usual asymptotic scaling re-
gion for SU(2) pure gauge lattice theory for the
small lattices we considered. Therefore we ten-
tatively identify the valley as the scaling window
(although not the asymptotic scaling region) for
the non-compact regularization. In order to make
this observation more precise we report in Fig. 2
the curves of constant R in the plane β, 1/γ. We
performed some additional check to confirm the
identification of the scaling region, obtaining re-
assuring results [7].
Any point inside the scaling window is a good
one for approximating the continuum theory, but
actual results can be different. In particular the
physical value of the lattice spacing, and then the
physical volume of the lattice, varies from point to
point. We present in Fig. 3 the behaviour of the
lattice spacing, as extracted from the ρ+ mass,
along the center of the valley. We can clearly
Figure 3. Ratio of non-compact and Wilson lat-
tice spacing along a curve lying on the bottom of
the scaling valley.
see that the lattice spacing becomes larger and
larger the more we depart from the Wilson case,
1/γ = 0. This improvement can be increased if
we move towards larger β and 1/γ, but with a
narrower scaling valley.
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